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Rudiation
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Fie la Sanzo~

Q Conztrzints

Conductive

on the

Des@n

of

a Dipo k

Zkctfic

sensorz for close-in nucbar
E4P measurements, parhaps the
In &zigning
moz t difficuL
t prob Ze~- are associated
oi t,h. tie nucZeap radiation
and the
These are particukrly
‘acute in the case of the
conductii ‘vi ty of the air.
e Le ctric
,fie Zd mobe in air.
The pro~Zern of masuring
intense
pulsed
environment
is, compamtive
Zy
e Le ctric
.fie lds i n the tisenca of this peculiar
spezak~n~~
Ge easy yc3 Zero.
The nuclear
radiation
displaces
chargz into md
out of the probe and the e fJ=ects associated
uith
the air condaeti vi ti~ alter
t;~e rzsponze
of the probe to the e lectz+c
fie Zd.
Iii i.< .?9 L:.:.-]ortant in
.
.
e.zkts
on e Zeetri c
LS,.. V~..-:.
sensor
dkz zgn to unders tmd these phenomena tind. t!zis~p
field
pro~a design as it is to unders@nd
suci thin:;;
s tk
ef’’ectivz
height
and caymi tcnce OJ= the proba,
In. ttiis note the nuc Zear radiation
and air conductive
tzj cons traintz
on
the desi~
of an e Zectric
dipole
wi ZL be discussed.
“(Thz e Zectric
fie Zd
probe uti i!izing a single
e Zzment with a ground pkne
and often
called
a
speaking,
al.?o c di@ le. ) Tk same e f~z ctc mu t
‘“rkxo?o &‘; is, strictly
ako
uz considered
(although
in different
forms)
in the desi-gn O,r the rnre
~:em tic’1 (cmd nore complex)
e Zectric
fie Zd probes,
zuck as those vsin~ the
ilo~e ue l’, a Z1 nefercnczs
Oi’ e Zzctro-optic
e,cfects.
in thiz note ui ZZ
Stark
be to tilz 2Zzctric
field
dipole,
Units .For aZZ quantities
wiZl bz rctionaZ othezwise
stated.
izea’n.k.z., unks
11.

Tirw-Vazzjing

Air

Conohctiui

During the rcaiztion
tim -varying
air coniiuctivi
ty.
a= can be approdtimata Zy re L.zted to the 3amma f Zuz,

Firs t consider
the
the cmuixctivity,
u t an~ ~ti ven point
by

puke

a =

enp (E)

=

by

e u(Z)

.Y 2.1
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X 1015 y m+os
v
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y,

utz2re e z.; the e Zectronic
chcrge,
v (abotit 108 sec
) is t~ze attachscxt
to nzutraL
o.qgen molecules,
frequency
of e Zectrcm
p (E) iz tiz e Ze.f:tron
ICZ.Zi 1<LI cs a fzncticn of the e Zectric
fie Zd.strengtii
(typical
i!~ a50ut 1.0
n is t;~e c lect~on
ve tir”/u~Z t-zec for elect~c
fie MS beZO~ 10a voZts/mtzr),
y-ray fZL- expres.~edin x’oen
tgm3/
L-71.7<t’j in e Zectrons/me ter , and y is the
sec. T;zvs,d-wing the mdiction
puke
(cmswning smuLZ e Zecttic
fia hi:)
a=

3.4X1O

-22

y

mhos
=e~

(2)
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In &sigfiing
sensors
for close-in
nuclear
Ei4P measuremzntsj
perhaps the
most di.?J~iwlt
problems are associated
uith. the nuclear radiation and the
These are particu kr@
acute in the ca?e of the
conducti-vity
of the air,
The problem of measuming intense
pulsed
elect~<c
~field urobe in air,
e Zecttic
.fie lds in the aiwence of this pecu>lcr environment
is, compa~.ztiiue Zy
dlai~~~ into
and
The nuclear
radiation
displaces
speakin; , Gn easy pl’ob km,
out of -thz probe cmd the efJOects associated
uith the air condw ti vi tiy al te-r
1: i.: m La:vwtant
in
the rzsponse
of the probe to the electric
field,
c
c. YIY:. e.;::izts on e Zectri
senso~ oksign to umbrs tired these phenomena and t’:i;~~
height
field
prohz design as it is to wzdwstcvzd
suc;~ Wny
.;:: ch~ ejefective
and capwi tance 0]= tihe p~obe,

1
1
)
I

In fihis note the nuc Zear radiation
and air conductive ty cons train tz on
the desijm o f–an e Zectric
dipole ui 11 be discussed.
fie M
(The .electiric
probe uti Zizing a single
e kment uith a ground plme and of-tez called
a
‘~monopoZz’: is, strict
ly speaking,
also G dipole.) Tha scum efj~z ctc mast
also be cowidered
(although
iti diffe~eizt
fosrn~ ) in the design of the mozw
‘~exotic[’ (and more complex) electric
field
probez,
such as those using bhe
Stank o? e lect?o-optic
effects,
ilodevez’, all rej~ezwncas in this note “Jill
be to thz electric
fie Zd dipole,
Units for all quantities
vill
bz rctionaZ izedm, k,s,,
unless o’hezwise
statea’a
II,

Tirw -“Vaqing

Air

Fim t consider
the
pulse the conddctivitig,
at any given point by
0 =

enp(i?)

‘

Conductivity
time --varying air conductivity,
Dwing th~ rwz’iahion
a, can be appro~zimata Q ~’eZated to the gamma f lux~ Y ~
mhos
e P(E) X 2,1
X 10IS y —.V
meter
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) is tAe at tackrm t
vhere e is the e Zec=troniccha~ge, v (about 13 see
u (l?) iz t;?’?.eLectroc
fzwquenq
of e Zectrons
to neutral
o-qgen molecules
Irw,?il~ty as a fwzction
of the electiric
field~st~ength
(typically
cbout 1.0
w tel~”/vO 2t-zec fop e Zect ~c fields
belo~ 10 voZts/meter),
n is t;ze Qleet~on
y-ray f luz expressed
in XJOG
n @ns/
d?nt;i ~J ix e lectronsh~
ter , ox.d y is the
see,
(assuming small electric
fieldf: )
Tiv.F, during the radiation
pulse
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Fourier or Lap lace tzvzns form techniques,
One might even try
to continuousQ measure Gs (t,E) and unfold the output by solving
a differential
equation.
Hcwever, the easiest
way to get qozazd this prob Zem is to make Z
G large an impehce
as possible
?arotid
10° ohms), fo> example by use of
a cathode fo lloue~,
Then, if the signal
cab b capacitance
is small eomvared
to the se~or
capacxitance~ C- ~ (as d~scussed
in SkN VI) and if the lea;
conductance
is small compare% to the sensor conductance
any Z by either

v = .Eh

(3)

for all frequencies,
!Z%USfor the assumed conditions
the changing
tance Gs (t, E) has negligible
effect
on the dipole response,

conduc-

This sensor conductance
can be estimated
by noting that if non-Lineari ties and boundary layer prob i?ems (to be discussed
in succeeding
sections)
in the conductive ty are neg Zected for the moment3 then the dipole conductance can be calculated
by replacing
the perti ttivi ty in the sensor capaci tunce calculation by the conductivity
as in equation
(2).
This is most
ec+ily seen in the case of a paralk 1 plate dipo Le as in figure
,2, h?here

(4)
(5)
uhere A is
ass m

the plate

area

(one sick)

and d is the plate

spacing,

If

we

A = 1 meter2
d = ,1 meter

(6)

Cs = 88.5 pf

(7)

.

_#zen

and
Gs (,&,E)

Thus,

‘

3.4 x 20-11 j’ mhos

fo? an assumed’ resistive
z

(8)

Z of

= 108 ohm

(9)

cmd the assumed conductance
of equation
given by equation
(3) wi Zl be met for
y>>

3 x 10 2

(8) then

the desired

sensor

..

roent~ens
se c

(lo)

However, there are other conditions
under which the ckaracteris
equation
First,
one can calculate
a time
(3) can be achieved,
from the sensor capacitance
and the load resistance
as
T

rzsponse

= Csz = 10-2 seconds

tics of
constant

(11)
3

.

..

FIG. 2, PARALLEL

PLATE EUCTR IC F\ELP PtmLE

Thus, for all frequencies
much greater
than about 16 e~s the sensor capaci -tcmce is sufficient
(uith -the asswned load resistance)
to make the value of
the sensor conductance
immatitial,
This means that the load resis tanee ccm
be lowered to some extent without
degrading
the sensor response,
The sensor
capati tance must s ti 11 be much larger than tihe cab Ze capacitance
(as discussed
in SSN VI) to optimize
the high frequene.y response,
Thus, a first
constraint
or design consideration
for an eZectric
field
I&z12y,
it ~zzst samples the electtic
dipo Ze is that it should be un20a&d,
field,
drming
a minimum of energy from the fie Zd, Then the time changing
nature of the air conductivetjyshould have no significant
effect
on the
sensor performance.
III,

Non-Linear

Electron

Mobility

‘

Nezt consider
th~t the electron
mob{ lit~ is non-linear
in the e Zectric
field
above about 10 vo2ts/meter,
Thih is iZlustpated
in ~ioure 3 for the
bases of drL~ air and air ui”th 1% uater vapor (molecukr fra&t;on),
As one
cm see in the figure
tne electron
mobi Zitij can vcJry &ouj m order of
ma~i tude as the e Zectric
fie Zd varies betieen
10 and 10 vo2ts/meter,
If the electric
field
dipo Ze structure
is such as to significantly
distort
the electric
field
lines in the immediate vicinity
of the sensor then in
turn the conductivity
wi 21 be altered
in this immediate
Acinity
because
the conductivity
is proportional
to the, e Zectron mobi li~
(at least during
the radiation
pulse when the e Zectrons dominate the conductivitjj)
ond the
electron
mobility
depe@s on the e Zectric
fie 2d, Therefore,
for electric
fields
greater
than 10 vo 2ts/meter
any dipole structure
which significantly
distorts the e Zecttic
field
wi 22 cause the air conductivity to be non-wtiform
(i. e., a function of position) in the vieini ti~ of the sensor.
This non.uni form conductivity
&11 chmge the effective
height,
h, of the
dipole,
If the air conductivity
were constant
in the vicinity
of the dipole
the distribution of the e Zectric
j%e Zd Zincs would be the same as the case
of a constant permittiviti~,
c, This is because the e lectrie
field
distribution, cmd thus the effective
heighti$ comes from a solution
of Laplace ’s
equation uhich cannot be applied
to the case of a non-mifom
conductivity.
Since the effective
height is inj%snced
by both the conductivity
and the
perm-i ttivi -@ the effective
height can then be a function
of both the e Zecttic
field
cmd the time derivative
of the electric
fie Zd. This last effect
can
be seen by assum-ing for the moment a conductivity
which is non-z.miformin
space but cons tant in time.
!Zl$en for sufficiently
high freqwncies
the
permittivi
~ (essentially
c since the collision
frequency
of electrons
in
air is much higher than fw”quencies
of interest)
uill
be inportant$
giving
one effective
height,
while for sufficient
Zy low freqwncies the conducti @ ty
will be the significant
facto~ giving a different
effective
height,
This
uould be a rather undes,irbb Ze sensor charactetis
tie.
Of course
of the electric
this one must
tion the dipo
One possible
paralle 2 plate
and parallel

one answer to this prob Zem is’ to avoid signifimnt
distortion
field
distribution
in thq v+cinity
of the dipole.
To”do
first
knou the direction
of the e Zectric
field
and then posi,,-.
Ze elements
so that they are perpendicular
to the field
lines,
dipoZe con figuration
which satisfies
these requirements
is the
device shoun in figure
2,
If the dipole e Z;ments are nea~ to
to a conducting ground plcuve (i,e., conhcting
compared to the
5
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air) then the electric
fie Zd u+22 be essentially
perpendicular
to this p Lme
and thus a2sQ to the dipo Ze e Zectrodes , and the effective height wil 2 be just
tihe electrode
spacing.
d, Such a dipole should not significantly
distort
the
e Zect&c field
except at the connections
to the signal- cab Le, H~ever,
bg
making the dipole e-lements much larger (e le ctrica Zjy) than the signal &.b~e
Zeads (and by insulating
the signal cab i?e leack to avoid electrical
break.
dam) the perturbing
e f feet of these leads can be mack negligib Z-e,
i%ws, a second constraint
o? design consideration’for an eLecttic field
dipole is that it should rwt signi ficmtly
distort
the electric
fie Zd, Then
the non-Zinear property
of the e Zectron mobi Zity in air should have no signi ficant
effect
on the sensor performance,
IV,

Plasm
A,

Sheath

Effects

Debye Length

A third characteristic
of the sensor environment
concerns the interaction of the dipole e lemmts
#i th the conducting
air which is a conducting
gas whose charge cartiers
consist
of e Lectrons and positive
and negative
ions,
This ionized
gas ui 12 exhibit
plasma sheath effects.
Since the
elect~ons
have much greater
mobi Zi -@ than the ions (a factor
of about 103
to 10 ) then in the absence of an e Zectric field
the electrons
cm drift
to the dipole e lementg,
leaving behind a region of positive
charge uhose
thickness
is characterized
by the Debye length,
h ~> @Ve71 by

‘e

‘o
hD = (—
2ne

)

1/2 meteFS
.

where ~
is the electron
temperature
approtim%e
number for this is about
density,
Thus,
hD

=

From equatilon
n

1.7 x 103
~

(12)

expressed
in e Zectron volts,
(An
0,1 ev~ As before, n is the e Zectron

meters

(13)

(1)
=2.1

xlo7y

e Le ctrons

meter(Y in roentgens/see)

and during

(14)

#

the radiaticy

pulse

hD=-

metens
%%
and thus the Debye” length. should be of Zitti2e ‘c&cern; being smal Z compared
to the dipo Ze dimn.swns,
When the electiron densi tu dies auav the <ens uil 1
determine- this characteristic
distance;
l%e vo Ztag;s associated
with this
electron
depletion
layer ui 22 be a small fraction
of a volt and thus insigni ficant,
B,

Charge Carrier

Dep Letion
7

“

..(,

i,

*

Traditional
consideration
of a plasma sheath by calculating
the Debye
of the dipole elements with the ionized
length is not the only interaction
A mope important
concern is the effect
which charge carrie~ ci%pletion
air,
G-L the dipole electrodes
has on the spatial
di~ttibution
of the air conductivity (near the dipole} cmd the effect
of the electric
field
on the charge
depletion
at the dipole e Zectro&s,
As a uors t case one can assume that no. Zou energy e Zectrons are
e~’ected from the dipole e Zectrodes by the radzation,
i, e,, that the secondary
emission
coefficient
(for Compton electrons
incident
on the electroh
surface from either
side) is zero.
Then the cu.rpents uhich can fZou betueen
the e lectroh
surface and the gas are conductid
bg the e Zectruns and n~gative
ions for cumen ts out of the electrode
surface, but only bg the positive
ions
for currents
into the electrode,
Looking at the papal Ze1 plate dipole of
figure
z (for zdzich the calculations
are easiep)
one can estimate these
effects,

.
.

u

Consider firs t the di~tance uhich m eZe&ron & fts under the infZuenc-e of the e Z.ectric fie Ld before attaching
to a neutral
oxygen na Zecute and
this distance
one needs first
the
forming a negative
ion, To estimati
relation
betueen the Compton current
density,
>C., and the y current,
~, which
is

3C ‘

-2 x IQ

-8 ;

~S
(26)

meterz
e~ressed
in roentgens/see,
as explained
in S5W IX). If it
the purposes odf this app~oxima te cakdation
tha-t the concurrent
density.
J, is of the same magnitude as ~ and that the gannna
appmtimately
the same as the ganuna current,
i, e. ~

(where 7 is

is assumed for
duction
f Zux is
J=

2 x 10-8 y

-then Pe lating
J
and noting
‘d

the

=5
metierz
cuprent to the e Zeeim;q fieZd as
conduction

_- aE = env {E)E
that

~s,
meter”
tihe electron
d.ri ft

{28)
ve loci ty,

~d> is given

by

= P(E) ,E’n-

(19)

the W f t ve 2ocit2j is approximate
‘d=

~

-,
-

(17)

2y

2xm-8y

(20)

en

..

Then referting to equation (1) for the e Zectron
. 2X15 -8 y.v
= ,6 x ~04meters
‘d
sec
e (.2, lXIO-15Y)

8

density

.
one has
(21}

‘

This

can be converted
to a &i ft dis tame,
..
~ ‘d
= ,6 X 10-4 meters
‘d’
~

dd~ given

by
(22)

This distance
is rather smal 2 compared to the dimensions
of a realistic
dipole md this distance
should characterize
the thickness
of an e Zec-tron
depletion
Zuye~ next to a dipole e Zectrodi,
Wuever,
pe~haps a more meaningful
param tier is the vo Ztiage uhich tight
deve Zop across this depletion layer, One can estimate this vo Ztage,
‘d’
calculating
the charge, Q, depleted
per unit arc.z a-s
boulombs
-b
Jolt=
(23)
2XI0
ydt ——
Q=
s
meter2

J

The voltage

across

this

dep Zetion

layer

is

then about
(24)

FOP close-in

measurements

this

VOltage

can be a significant+error,

Of course there wi22 be electrons
emitted by the dipole electrodes
Some of the positive
ions will
because of the presence of the radiation,
also diift
to the electrodes,
recombining
with e Zectroiis there aZ Zouing
It uould seem then that
~ome rmre current
to fku
into the e Zectro&s,
these effects
should be enhonced,
In particular,
the secondary electron
emission
from the e Zect~o&s
should be enhanced, if possib Ze (by me of
specia2 coatings )s so that the secondazy
e Zectron emission
coefficient
is
greater
thm one (oP even much greater
to be sure),
Then at least during
the radiation
pulse (when electronic
conductive ty is important)
the conduction
current in the air w-iLZ not be significant
Zy perturbed
by the
presence
of the sensor,
D&ng
Zate times uhen the ionic conductivity
is important
(coqxzred
to the e Zectroni c conducti vi @j) the increase
in
because of the Zouer radiation
Zeve 2,
the secondbry emission coefficient,
mq not be sufficient
to prevent
the formation
of a charge dkpletion
Zqjer
at the elect~ode
surfaces,
Hoz.z.ever, the much Zouer conducti vi ties at these
times may mcike the voltages
associated
uitA szuh a depletion
laye~ much
smlkr
than those possible
because of electron
depletion
(as in equation
- (24) ).
Due to the comp letities
of the processes
involved
with the interaction
of the dipo Ze surfaces
with the ionized
air it may be difficult
to pin
down the detai 2s of the processes
qualitative
Zy beyond the very approti - .
mate calculations
of this section, To be safe one should then try to
minimize
these effects
as “much as possib Ze, Utif~rtunate Zy , -the pamlle 1
p2ate e Zectric
f<e ld dipole of figure
2$ because it obstructs
the conduction
current
in the air (uhich is in the direction of the e betide
field
anti
thus perpendicubr to the plates)
tends t~ maaimise these interface
prob Zeros
whi Z-e fzvm the point of view of the non-linear
e Zectron mobi Zity (in section
III)
the con figuration
is quite advan tag.eous,
9

.

c.

Wire Mesh ‘lParalZe 2 Plate”

Dipole

Ideal ly, one might think that a dipo Ze configuration
uhich al Zoued
most of the conduc~ion current to fkm around the dipole conductor% instead
of- through them could avoid much of these prob Zeros, Such a device is shoun
in figure
4 in uhich -the paraZZe Z plates have been replaced by parelle 1 uire
meshes of the sw
overall
areas A,
(The actual area of metal surface is
The dif’ferenti hook-up to -the signal cab Le has no special
of course much less,
significance
othe~ than to indicate
that there axe several
different
techniques
for accomp Zishing such a connection, ) If the ui?e diameter is much less than
the uire spacing in the mesh then most of the conduction
current should pass
be tieen the oires and not th~ough them providing
that the @ire spacing is
much larger than either
the e Lectron &if t distance
in equation
(22) or the
plasma sheath thickness
governed bg the Debye Zength as in equation
(13) or
Nm, since the current
can fLou “through 11
any other depletion
layer thickness,
the e Zectrodes uith Littite perturbation
the electrode
potential
should
be that of the ai~ in its immediate viciniQj
ti-th a difference
given b~
the epithemnal
potential
of the e Zect?ons (about .1 ev) uhich should be
negligible.
Thus, such a configuration
should be capable of aooiding uhat
can be grouped as the plasma sheath e f feet.s whi Ze at the same time retaining
the advmtages
of parallel
plate geometry,
Effect

D,

of Us<ng Mire Mesh on Dipo Ze Capacitance

It might be objetted
that by going to this type of eZectrode design
the sensor capaci tcvwe, Cs, ui Z1 be appreciably
Zmered,
However, this turns
out not to be the case as calculated
by Dr. Partridge
of LASL wd this autihor
in determining
the e ffeet of replacing
paral Ze Z plates
by a ne t~ork of wires
in the EMP testing
facility
nm unde~ ccvzstructi~m
here at KirtZand AFB
(see SSW I fop the original
&sign considerations
for this facili~l.
This
can be i 1hs tratied bg approximate&
calculating
the capacitance
be tieen tio
‘~ lutes ‘t of parallel
uires as in figure
5 uith the assumptions
that the uire
radius, aa is much less than the Mire spacing,
b,, vhich is in turn much less
.
than the ‘~ Zate” spacing,
d, z, e.,
a

ccb <<d

(25)

calculate the capacitance
per unit area ass ume a charge per mi t Zength
on each uire~ q~ (of either
sign as appropriate)
and calculate
the potential
betueen the tio arrays of ui~es.
Near one of tih(z uires the e lectrie
fie Zd,
E, wi 21 be given by
To

E=__&o

Vo Lt.s

miiz

uhere P is the distance
field
out to a distance
contribution,
VI, as

(261

from the “centerof the uire, ~ ‘Integrating
-this
equal to half the tire spa+ng one has a voltage
(2?)

At about this distance,
b/2, the equip
otential
The voltage,
V2, betueen points,

begin flattening,
mesh gi ZZ be

.
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Volts
o
since q/b is tie average charge per uniti area J“or each wire mesh.,
vo2tage~ V, betueen
the tio meshes uil 2 then be
‘2

= (d-b)

~~

2V1 + V2 = J$zn2$+
[)
o
and the capacitance
per miti area,

@b

v=

9 0
C“~ uill

(d.b)

(28)
The

uoz~s

(29)

be
(30)

(31)
whi Ze in the true paralle 2 plate case the capacitance
To illustrate
witih some wmbers Let
eo’/d,
b
E

per unit

area

is

~-ust

= 100
(32)

u

Then equation
(31 ) would imply a cowectiion
in C t of about 5%, not a significant effect.
Since the wire diameter
is contained
in the logarithm
term one
can make this diameter extremely
small without
appreciably
affecting
the
capacitance
or the frequency
response
(as implied in equation
(11)),
To first
order the sensor conductance
should be changed with about the
same correction
factor,
neglecting
the p Zasma sheath effects
aromd the
wires,,
Including
these effects
the dipo Ze conductomce should be decreased.
However, if the sensor is not loaded (as is desirab Ze per Section
11) this
perturbation
in the sensor conductmce
should have li tt Ze ef feet.
E,
classed

Conclusions
There are at least two general methods
as plasma sheath effects:

to get around

(I) Uti Zize the gama radiation
to place low
electrons back into the air to replace
those which are
To do thic the
the electrodes
by the electtic
field.
mission
coefficient
must be maximized~ perhaps by the
(a feu atoms or molecules
thick) of some mzterial
such
photomultip
lier tubes,
.
..
.

what can be

energy secondary
pul Zed away from
secondary e Zectmn
use of a thin layer
as tight
be used in.

(2) AZ low the conduction?? current
in the ai? to flbw arouwd the
!lT2is can be accomplished
by the use
e Zectrode material,
not through it,
of wire wsh e Zactrodes uithout
sacriloicing
other important
e Lectrical
properties,.
27’ais
procedure
is one of evading the prob Zem and for this
reason perhaps mor~ success fu 2,
Hcwever, since these
vise to use both,

&o techniques

are not mutually
13

ezclusive, it may be

V,

Compton Current

Effects

on Dipo Ze

Turning nou to the direct
radia+ion effects
on the dipoZe, the. nm t
impo~tant of these ,mechanisms is Compton scattering, in uhich the y rays
(of about half the energy cf the yray) from
s cutter high energy e b ctrons
the air into the dipo Le s tPucz-~wz and from the dttpo Ze s true-ture back in co
the air,
Essential Zy then the e Zecttic
fie Li dipo Z-e acts as a y radiation
I ,
detector
ca 1led the Cw.pton diode~ because a eertiain net current,
indicated
in the equivalent
cireui -t in fi~gure 1,, is causea to appea~ as a
noise signaZ. 2’0estimate
this current ona mn look a+ ths re LWionehip
in air (and Zoa atomic numbe~ materials)
be twen -the Comptoa current
density
and the gamma current given by equz.tion
(16),
A cemtain fraction
of these Compt m e lectrofis
impinging
on tfie cklpo ‘M wi 11 be ml Zected azd
to first
OE&P the ~ t current deposited
ifi any part of the ,Iipo le s truetwe
wi 1Z be related
to the Compton e Zectron fZux ac that point times the y-rag
attenuation
factor of that part of the dipole structure,
There am certain
techniques
uhich oze can use w minimize this net
I , in the dipo Ze circui t (in w Lation to the signal from
Compton current,
&he eZeettic
field,
These techniques
uill nou be discussed,
A,

Symmetrical

Dipole

A- first
tachnique akich should come to mind is &ha-t of making the
d-ipo Le symme tirical ~ as is shoun in both figures 2 and 4. The dipole
e Zectrodes should’ be essentially
identical,
Tl@n the net Compton cwvwnt,
I,
currents
deposited
uould only ‘be the difference
be tueen the coi~t~
of
~epha.ps
C%%?
@
~o
o~d?~.’
of
i~ each of these electrod&s,
a ~d~fi~L
This techzique
magnitudefrom the current deposited in either elect~ode.
axchdes, for exanp lea a vertical
uln.;~ antenna uith a ground plane or ~-ng
Thzs za@res
that there be signGl Zwzds
otiher such wagrmnetrical
sansor,
into the environmezt bat the radi ition currents
uhich these co Zlect car, be
made smal 2 compa~ d to the radzk cion currents
in the &ipo k.
It is no-t the
total Compton current in the dipole ohich is irportant
but the current p.?~
unit electrode
area because an increase
in size not onlg increases
I , b%t
also increases
the dipo Ze capaci tame,
C * and conductance,
Ge (t, E) ?to be
discussed
late~),
,uhich de kermine the voftage produced @ I . In additionof course,
the signs 1 leads can -themselves be wok symme tri~al b3 the use
of tiinax
(balanced shie Z&d pair) to simi Laply reduce the Compton current
signal introduced
at this point,
t?,

Minimization

of Electrode

Mass

Another technique
for ~educing I is to reduce hhe e lect~ode mass
uhi Ze keeping the ef f~!cti ue e Zec,trical
s%face area a conshrt. Essentially
only tihe metal s u.rface of the e Zectrodes
(to a ,feu skin dipths ) contributes
to the e 2ectrica 1 properties
of the dipo Le, Anything e Zse is use fui! on@
.
for structural
suppo~~t and should be rzmoved to m’ great an extent
as
possib Ze, minimizing
the y-ra~ attenuation
of -the dipole,
Since the dipole
uill haue zo be unloaded (as discussed
in Section 11), then for pulse widths
Zonger than the e lecrrical
round trip transit
tiime on the dipo Ze and assmiated siugnal cab Le, ess~ntialhj
no curwent tiill be dram from the dipole,
Thus, the e lectr-ic s tructxre
need be no more -than a feu skin depths thick
at the frequency
corresponding
to this tiransit
time,

.

. <, . . .

. .

this
To get a rough idea of hou thick a conductor
time,
sensor-cab le sys tern u-ith a round trip transit

implies consider

tip ‘lone

a

(33)

Equating ~P to the reciproca2
of the half period at radian frequency,
in -the skzn depbh fozmula one has for aluminum approtiwte
ly

u,

(34)

or
d = .12 x 10-4 meters

(35)

d = ,47 x 10-3 inches

(36)

or
As one can see this dimension is extreme Zy smull allowing
one to make &he
sensor e Zectro&s
extreme @ T.~in md thus for paral ZeZ plate e Zectrodes
(as in figure
2) attenuate
the Y Pays normally incident
on the electrodes
by much less thczn one percent.
OnG cm also compare this skin depth (of equation
(35)) & th the
rmge. of a , 5 l%v Compton e &?ctron in A hn-inwn uhich is about
Re

=

,67 x 10-3 meters

(37)
.

OP
Re

z

2.6 x 10”2 inches

(38)

Thus, for very thin e lectrocks
it is possible
to even make the electrodes
someuhat “transparent t‘! to the Compton e Zectrons,
Once this point is
reached then differences
in the ratio of the Conp ton e Zectron range to
the Y-my mean free path between air and the electrode
wterial,
as well
as 4various geometric
factors
should be the parametas
determining
the net
Comp-ton current in the &po Ze circui h. 2% net Co~ton
current into the
dipole structure
shou2d then be small compared to the conduction
currents
in the air in the vicinity
of the dipoZe.
There is yet another technique
for redcing
the Compton current
deposited
in the e2ectro&s,
In considering
the p Zasma sheath effects
(in Section
IV) it was found that the paral 2-s2 plate s tructu.re of the
dipole could be advantageously
modi fi~d by replacing
the solid plates
by
a wire mesh such that the physica2 electrode
drea is much smaller
tihan
the total geometrical
area encompassed by tb e lectwde.
This same
&sign has a significant advantage in the reduction
of the Con.pton current
signal because this sigmal is proportional
to the physical
e lectrodb
area
(iiot the total geometrical
area or effective
electrical
area, both of
uhich remain essential
Zy cons tant),
l%us, by using uire mesh electrodes
Ic can be reduced anothe? tuo orders of magni tusk,
15
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A fina2 uay to reduce the mass {s to s?kp L.g reduce the density
of the
This uould seem to have linti ted application
be~ond noting
e Leetrode material,
that conducting
materials
having louer densities
have a bui 1t-in advantag~
Thus, for example, aluminum would be preferred
over
from this viewpoint,
copper.
c,

utii
Zization of the Senso~

Capacitance

and Conductance

Combining the techniques
of symmeti.q in the dipole s tructwe
and the
tio techniques
of minimizing -the e lect~ode mass {making the electrodes
thin
and then going a step furtihe~ to thin ui~es to reduce -the conductor
area)
one can perhaps obtain a compton current signal
(per unit area of one
e 2s ctrode ) A.ich is doun about 6 orders of magni tuck (about 2 orders of
magnitude for each of the first
th~e,e techniques)
from the Compton current
density in tih.e
air, Phus. perhaps
Ic

z

2 X 10”14 yA

al?@

Then during the radiation
pulse one cm compute a Compton noise signal,
V , by use of the sensor conductance
and electrode
area from equatio~s
(~) and (8) . ~aUS,
T
‘c
(401
vc=—
x 10-3 volts
Gs(t, E} = ‘6
is
Le, The sensor conchctame
ui?ich for EMP purposes is quite negiligib
actual Zy someuhat sw 1Ler than indicated
by ewation
(8),
BY Usinq.. the
wire mesh dipo Ze e Zectrodes
tihere is a correction
to the con”htczuce
as
ue LZ as to the capacitance
of the .dipo la, but this @pe of correction i-s
More important the inductance
W[ZZ be lowered by the plasma sheath
small.
HoweveP, as icdicated
effects
at the uizws (as discussed
in Secz<on IV),
bg equation
(40) there is a safetg margin of a feu orders of nzzgni tude,
After
the radiation
pulse+ the Compton zignal should be much smal 2P
because the conductivity
ui ZZ become dominated by the ions and ho~d up
for some time,

.

‘

-

TIMS, the air conduc,tivi@j
alone is sufficient
to keep the Compton
wise signal down, far be b
the signal
Zevel if tihe various minimization
techniques
(and others as they are discovered]
as outlined
in this
The sensor capac.:tance atso tends to keep the
section
are employed,
Comp&2n noise sigflal doun$ but only for short tnznsientis,

I

,

VI,

Other Radiation

Effects

In addition
to -the Compton current cffe cts, noise si.gnak cm
generated
by other specie ;f radiation,
~st
i@Ptimt,Jy
- neutrone
X rays,
Neutrons can be important
from at least tio “standpoints:

aho be
and

(1) The neutrons
can pro~ce
Y rays by inelastic
scattering
in some
material
associated
with the dipole.
These y rays in burn can prxluce
The design criterion
in this case
Compton noise signals
in the dipole,
should of course be to *use materials
u<tk as small inelastic
neutron cross
s?ctions
as possible,
16
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(2) The neutrons cm pPO~C@ prot~
~coil
gwpents
in hydrogenous
This uould imply
materials
by e Zas tic scatti=ing
uifi
the h@ogen
nuclei,
that such materials
should be avoided,
p~ticula.rly
where they might introduce these Curpents into the e hcttical
structure
of the dipo Le,
x-rays am important
because of the photoelectrons
which they can e~ect
from the surface of the dipole conductw.
GenePal Zy, to minimize thi~
‘Trials.
Ideal ly,,: one might think
effect
one should use 20U atomic nmbc
‘p
.?w
‘? r,?
-‘ trying
to match the ave= -W
‘,: -— ---. .-- .... .
..- J.{ e;loice,
.
-“ -:. ,-- -.t~- ----- ~,- ,..9.-toPs tk == aluninun n. .
,K@ri ~ess 2;ZLW~ ,-: 0; ;,.. .Umpzon
.uns
‘-&?zec-: --:T ?:Z .Zi? ti?. .:
,~ecmd orde P .ej ,Pzcti,
,?th
J
k
the most signi . :LeCompton zlectrona
a= .ociatea
–- 1 the y rays present
--icant radiat!~ n ndse
sign~l problem ;~cause by propep choice of materials
c;?~se other ;’j’fectis should be minimal,

Bz%efZ2 xen it does not appear impossible
to bu{ld an e Zectric fie 2d
dipole whicfi ls capable of measdng
the electric
field associated
uith
the close-in
&MP, However, there certain
cons traints
placed on such
The adverse
a sensor by the v.ucleup ~adiation and the conducting
air,
.t can, at least undeP present
theory> be averted
eff~ cts of Zhe ..:.oironme
by
time

This
(1) operating
the dipo h unloaded,
changing nature of the air conductivi~,

avoids

the prob Zem of the

(2) minimizing
distortion
of the e Zectric
field
lines b,y pZa&ng the
dipole electrodes
along tuo different
equipotential
surfaces,
This avoids
the pPob lem of the non-linear
electron
mobi Zi -@j. Hmever,
it a2so requires
tha-t the dipection
of the electric
field
be knoun, as, for eaxzmple, near
a conducting surface,
(3) al Zowing the conduction
cu.ments in the air to
dipoh
e Zements instead
of into and out of the conducting
avoiding the interface
ppob lems between the air and the
This cm be accomplished
uhi le retaining
the advantages
geomst~
by the use of uipe mesh electrodes.
In addition,
on the e ZectPode surfaces
can help in redudng
this ppob
the secondwy
electron
yield.

f W around the
surfaces,
thus,
dipole e lemwnts,
of paral Ze2 plate
special
coatings
lem by increasing

(4) minimizing
the mass of the dipo Le e lectrocks
and building
the
dipole synme-trical ly,
The combination
of these ppocedu.ws
can reduce the
Compton noise signal to aeceptab le leve 2s, A, symnettical
dipo Ze & th
uirw mesh e ZectPodes using a low dknsity
conductor
like aluminum goes a
long uay toward minimizing
the Compton eigna2,
(5)
avoiding
with hgchogen if
electrodes,

matetials
uith “large (n, Y ) cross sections or materials
these Zattep matiepials must be in contact with the ciipo le
17
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avoiding

(6)

high atomic

number materials

.

. . -,

to minimize

X-rag

It seems, hawever$ that since so mang famkxrs come into pl~
that
it
‘uouLd be wise to ultimately
a Zectric
fie Ld dipole &si,qI
such a dipo Ze to some reali~ tiic simulation
of three
‘~ects,

CARL E, BAUM, l/Lt,
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effects,
in this
sub~”ect

